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MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL 

Dear Parent, 

Warm Greetings from Primrose Schools! This message is to clarify a few points to all the parents and set the right 
expectations for the learning and development programs.  

 

Teacher Student Ratio 1:20 

The school always maintains individual attention by having a teacher student ratio of 1:20; when the class 
strength is more than 20 we ensure additional fulltime teacher in classroom which ensures the ratio. We never 
compromise on the educational quality! Apart from this we also have one fulltime Aunty to take care of personal 
hygenic needs of the children. It is easy to box them into small portions of twenty but when we have a large 
environment, they can enjoy a better social development and friendship which is important for their speech, 
growth and better learning. 

 

Shifting of classes 

There is a myth among all the parents that only academically strong children are kept in ‘A’ section and others are 
moved to ‘B’ section. This is totally wrong. We do not split children based on their academic capability. Children 
are shuffled so that they make more friends and adapt to different social environment quickly. Going forward 
every section will be given a names like ‘Lily, Lotus, Jasmine, Tulips’ etc., to avoid such comparisons. As you know, 
neither do we not publish rank cards nor compare one child’s performance with another, so we request you not 
to compare them based on sections. 

 

Maintaining decorum with teachers 

While we have an open door policy and ready to meet or hear any of your queries, it is important for the parents 
to maintain a professional decorum in the school while coming to the school. Please dress up appropriately. Avoid 
shorts, lungis while meeting the teacher. Using unparlimentary words and raising your voice in front of others are 
not accepted as a mode of communication. School does not want to maintain any relationship with such type of 
parent and would request you to leave the school immediately. If we cannot respect each other then we can 
never teach our children respect! 

 

Working together 

It is the responsibility of parents and teachers to work together to create a better environment for our children. 
Only with mutual respect and combined effort, we can create a happy environment for our children. I hope you 
will support us in this great endeavor called Education and provide necessary co-operation! 

 

Warm Regards   

 

Principal  

Primrose Schools   


